
This program is for coaches and leaders that want to learn the theory and develop the skills and mindsets 

required to confidently coach teams – from recognizing an opportunity for team coaching and contracting for 

it, to creating the container for meaningful team engagement and psychological safety and knowing how to 

recover when things go wrong. Team coaching can be highly effective when done well and many organizations 

are looking to team coaching as a cost-effective alternative to individual coaching.  

 

Our approach to working with leadership teams is designed to help integrate a number of seemingly competing 

factors and interests in an optimal way through the process. We can think of it as a BOTH AND approach. Some 

of the BOTH AND themes woven into our process include: 

› Focus on the work and tasks that need to be done as well as on the key factors that contribute to an 

optimal team environment for high quality collaboration, including both social factors (e.g., psychological 

safety) and structural factors (e.g., workflow, communication flows, clarity of roles and responsibilities, 

etc.) 

› Focus on the team’s individual and collective strengths, as well as on weaknesses and blindspots that 

might hinder progress and optimal functioning 

› Focus on the development of individuals as members of the team as well as on the development of the 

collective capabilities of the team to work towards a shared purpose in an effective, collaborative way – 

including, for example, the constructive use of conflict, communication, decision making, and shared 

sensemaking 

› Focus on the team as an entity as well as how the team fits into their larger context/ ecosystem – including 

the various stakeholders and the wider social and political context. 

The way we gather matters. Gatherings consume our days and help determine the kind of world we live 

in, in both our intimate and public realms.”        

Priya Parker, The Art of Gathering: How We Meet and Why It Matters  

› The role of the team coach 

› Team coaching competencies 

› Thinking & Acting as a team coach  

› Seeing the team as a system 

› Fostering an inclusive team environment  

› The Foundational Frame as a sensemaking tool 

› The gift and challenges of working with teams  

› Contracting for team coaching  

› Navigating a team coaching engagement 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/58588048


Because each team is unique in their context, the team coaching approach we teach is that of using a number 

of key building blocks to address the needs of the specific team in a flexible and responsive way.  A specific 

team's work - their challenges and opportunities, what they want to create, etc. - form the design challenge; 

the coach partners with the team to meet this design challenge by bringing forward building blocks and ideas 

to help the team do what they set out to do.  The coach learns how to effectively develop and leverage their 

own presence to be confident and inspire the team's confidence in the process. 

A student portal with access to view and 

download supporting resources:  

› Session replays 

› Videos 

› Articles 

› TCA quick cards 

Click here to watch a recorded info 

session about the program 

Early Bird Pricing: 
Registration fee if you register and pay in full 30 days 

in advance of the start date:  

$3,250.00 + HST per participant  
(Regular price: $3,495.00 + HST) 

While no single conversation is guaranteed to transform a company, a relationship, or a 

life, any single conversation can.”  

Susan Scott  

Contact Us: 

maggie@peopledynamicslearning.com 

416.988.5115 

businesscoachingadvantage.mykajabi.com/team-coaching-advantage 

 

The program will be presented virtually, as a 

combination of interactive virtual coursework, 

group coaching plus 1:1 mentoring.  Participants 

are encouraged to come to the session with a 

group in mind - to reflect on and/or to test out 

new skills and behaviours with.  

 

10 Virtual Coursework Learning Sessions 

Presented via Zoom 

 

2.5 hours each 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/-YRgPDttu_YeDJZQw6MB6RJPvWYIPmZFgOMs-F1FUJpFoeddyX8KSSDKIrMU2YiHf2CGX8RKGYpwskQ.r975eXAxbEJXP6T9
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/-YRgPDttu_YeDJZQw6MB6RJPvWYIPmZFgOMs-F1FUJpFoeddyX8KSSDKIrMU2YiHf2CGX8RKGYpwskQ.r975eXAxbEJXP6T9
https://vimeo.com/422532789/8a683718f6
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